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Presentation Notes
Our goal for the next hour is to first assess our progress as an institution towards Equity, Diversity and Inclusion and then to discuss ways to make progress in these areas. �Disclaimer: Not going to talk about the benefits of diversity, the responsibilities that we have to broadening participation, patterns of underrepresentation and inequity in academia. It’s not because these things aren’t important. There is a lot to say about those things and that could be a whole series of talks just on their own. I have a list of references at the end of this presentation if you want to read more.I will try my best to help us all walk away with useful, actionable information and ideas, but that will only happen if we can unlock all of the latent wisdom that is already in the room. This workshop is meant to be interactive and productive. In order to get us started, I’d like to have you spend a few minutes filling out the NERCHE rubric. This rubric helped me identify where we are in the larger landscape of academic institutions. It also helped identify directions where we could travel to make improvements. Like all evaluative metrics, the rubric encodes a bias, recognizing that we might not accept all its evaluations, I did find it extremely helpful. You will soon have some time to start working through the rubric. Then we’ll have time for discussion. I hope that you will all be willing to be brave enough to engage with those around you, even on a topic so challenging as equity, diversity and inclusion.On that note, because we are about to embark on a conversation about diversity and inclusion, I think it would be good to quickly set some ground rules for our conversation. I have six simple ones to propose..



Ground Rules for Conversation
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(1) Agree to make this room a "brave space."Like it or not, the term "safe space" has taken on a negative connotation--it is associated with spaces in which dominant (usually liberal) viewpoints are the only ones that can be safely discussed while dissenting views are censored. What don’t need to create intellectually sterile environments that are devoid of dissent and where students won't run into viewpoints other than their own. We need spaces in which people are brave enough to talk about difficult subjects while being mindful of others, listening actively, thinking critically, taking on the perspectives of others, consciously questioning of one’s own beliefs and assumptions, and not automatically blaming and assigning negative intentions to others.(2) Make "I statements" not "you statements."Avoid blanket statements about groups of people. Using "I statements" instead of "you statements" can help others not feel blamed, but keep in mind that "I statements" can still cause people to feel defensive. It has to do with the tone of voice and nuance in which things are said.(3) Know when to step forward or step backward.If you sense yourself talking too much, pull back. If you haven’t been brave enough to speak, try taking a risk.(4) What’s said here stays here, what’s learned here leaves here.We will keep who said what in confidence when we leave this room. But, what we learn we will share with others.(5) Say "Oops" and "Ouch."Acknowledge when you’ve been hurt by something someone says. Take responsibility if you’ve said something that hurt someone. Recognize the difference between intent and impact. Let’s try to assume best intentions.It is good to be aware some other common norms that folks might bring up and reasons why you might want to be cautious about using them:“agree to disagree” – It's important to be civil, but this norm can encourage people to retreat the moment there is disagreement.“don’t take things personally” – This norm sometimes has the effect of shifting the emotional responsibility of what is said to the person who is affected instead of the person who said it.“be respectful/be civil” – This seems like a good norm, but it might be worthwhile to also spend time to tease out what it looks like. For some, “being respectful” means silencing yourself so as to preserve the dominant view. What does it sound like to disagree with someone conscientiously? Students might need some sentence frames for this.“no attacks” – Make sure to draw a distinction between personal attacks and challenges to an individual’s idea or belief or statement that makes that person feel uncomfortable. “You’re a jerk” and “Your ideas is worthless” vs “What you said made me feel angry” or “I find that idea to be heterosexist”.(6) Ask questions to solicit more information rather than to make a point. LISTEN carefully to the answer, both for content and for emotional resonance. Based on work by Vijay Pendakur (@VijayPendakur)Sources for photos:https://jplgough.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/screen-shot-2015-11-03-at-6-53-47-pm.pnghttp://www.fromoldbooks.org/Butsch-RenaissanceOrnament/pages/000-i-contents-initial-i/000-i-contents-initial-i-q90-2064x2050.jpghttp://immigrationimpact.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/shutterstock_134657252.jpghttp://www.brandingstrategyinsider.com/images/2014/09/Place-Branding-Strategy.jpghttps://www.istockphoto.com/photo/adhesive-plaster-gm157440041-10487528http://vignette3.wikia.nocookie.net/my-mario-list/images/8/8b/Question_Mark_Block.png
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All six areas are important and worth discussion. I’d like to start with I to get a sense of the rubric and work on II and III because that is a place where I think that we all have significant experience. 



EMERGING: we are beginning to recognize diversity, inclusion and 
equity as strategic priorities and are building a yard-wide 
constituency for the effort.

DEVELOPING: we are focused on ensuring the development of our 
institutional and individual capacity to sustain the diversity, 
inclusion and equity effort. 

TRANSFORMING: we have fully institutionalized diversity, inclusion 
and equity into the fabric of the Academy, we continue to assess our 
efforts to ensure progress and sustainability. 
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There are three levels for each sub-item ranked in one of the six sections. Emerging, developing and transforming are the rating levels. Here is what they mean in general, but the explanation is much more detailed for each sub-item. 
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